
ENGLISH:  Language Time 

Rhyming words Revision (Oral/written) 

ab – cab, dab, tab ag – bag, tag, sag ad – dad, sad, lad an- can, pan, ran 

Rhyming words (Oral/written) 

1. ap- tap, map, nap 2. at – pat, fat, sat 3. am- ram, jam, dam

4. eg- beg, leg, keg 5. ed- bed, fed, wed

Sight words:  but, are, for (Oral & Written) 

Sentences: 1. A tag on a bag 2. A cap on a lap

Grammar: Opposite 1. in x out 2. new x old

MATH: Numbers 1 to 90 - Revision (Written & Oral) 

Numbers 1 to 100 (Written & Oral) Ones and Tens (Written/Oral) 

Before, after & between Numbers (written/Oral) 

EVS: Earth: (Oral/Written) 

Q.1 Which is the biggest water body? 

Ans Ocean is the biggest water body. 

Q.2 What shape does a mountain have? 

Ans A mountain have V shapes . 

     (Students are expected to learn only the underline answer for written and entire sentence for oral) 
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GK :    Seasons (Oral & Written) 

Q1.   How do you feel in winter season? 

Ans: We feel very cold in winter season. 

Q2.  What do we wear in winter season? 

Ans: We wear sweater, hand gloves, scarf, monkey cap, shawl in winter season. 

     (Students are expected to learn only the underline answer for written and entire sentence for oral) 

HINDI: Swar (Oral)

SCIENCE TIME:   Shadow Puppet      

GOLDEN WORDS:  Be polite.     

TECHNOLOGY TIME:  Audio-Visual learning 

ACTIVITY:  1. Puppet show 

2. Story telling activity – Select any one story from the given suggestion

(The fox and the crow; The thirsty crow; The fox and the grapes; The hare and the

tortoise; The lion and the mouse)

CELEBRATION:   1. Pink day celebration (10/12/2021) 

2.Christmas Celebration (24/12/2021).

    Celebration will be conducted online through google meet 

.

RHYMES: Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner (Oral) 

I eat breakfast in the morning, Aeroplane, aeroplane, 

Chomp,Chomp,Chomp! High up in the sky. 

I eat breakfast in the morning, All you children wave goodbye 

Chomp,Chomp,Chomp! When it’s passing by. 

Then there’s lunch in the afternoon, Helicopter, helicopter, 

At night dinner comes so soon  High up in the sky. 

There are three meals every day, All you children wave goodbye, 

Chomp,Chomp,Chomp! When it’s passing by. 
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